
Slate Training
August 28 + 29, 2017



Introduction + Overview
the Agenda and the Intention



August 28th Agenda
1. Quick spiel from Hal: Competency Dashboard
2. Individual log in to Slate
3. Completion of 3 tasks in triads: Enter data, Create an 

Assessment, Track Overall Class Progress
a. Mini-debrief after each task

4. Assignment for Thursday
5. [Add questions to the Parking Lot as needed]



August 29th Agenda
1. Brief warm-up discussion
2. 4 A’s protocol using Anticipated FAQs document (buddy 

triads)
3. Break
4. 4 A’s share-out to full group
5. Individual reflection
6. Brief tutorial: SLC/Advisory view
7. Workshop time: individual or learning area
8. [Add questions to the Parking Lot as Needed]



August 28th



Quick Spiel: The (AMAZING) 
Competency Dashboard



Time to 
Log In + Get into Triads!



Training Login Info 
Go to baxter.slatepowered.net

Username: first initial + last name, e.g. hlarsson

Password: techisfun

NOTE: Live Data will be uploaded before school starts. Today, feel free to play 
-- everything will be wiped.



Triad Groupings: 
(no, you may not switch to be with your friends :-)

Dave
Katelyn
Sunny

Alex
Aleah
Enyue

Alison
Jenn
SamF

Gretchen
SamS
Tyler

Alaina
Jonathan

Matt

Alan
eSBee
Jordan
Pam

Adam
Breanne
Heather

Peter

Dustin
Jon

Megan



Triad Task #1: Entering Data 



Mini-Debrief
Entering Data

- What did you see?
- What was confusing?
- Are there questions, nuggets of 

wisdom, or happy discoveries 
to add to the Parking Lot?



Triad Task #2: Create 3-4 
Assessments



Mini-Debrief
Creating Assessments

- What did you see?
- What was confusing?
- Are there questions, nuggets of 

wisdom, or happy discoveries 
to add to the Parking Lot?



Triad Task #3: Track Overall 
Class Progress



Mini-Debrief
Tracking Overall Class Progress

- What did you see?
- What was confusing?
- Are there questions, nuggets of 

wisdom, or happy discoveries 
to add to the Parking Lot?



Your Assignment: 
Read + Prep for 4 A’s



August 29th



What can we address from 
the Parking Lot?



4 A’s Text-Based Discussion 
Protocol*

*You have until 9:45. Feel free to stretch your legs BEFORE then if you need a break!



Here are the triad buddies. Scribes have an asterisk.

Dave
Katelyn
Sunny*
Alaina

Jonathan
Matt

Alex*
Aleah
Enyue
eSBee
Jordan
Pam

Alison
Jenn

SamF*
Adam

Breanne
Peter

Gretchen
SamS*
Tyler
Elke
Jon

Megan



The 4 A’s the 4 A’s Protocol
What Assumptions does the author of the text hold?

• What do you Agree with in the text?

• What do you want to Argue with in the text?

• What parts of the text do you want to Aspire to?



Prepare to Share
Confer with your group and 

select one person to report out 
on the following prompt:

What are the three take-aways that 
are most important OVERALL to 
our successful implementation of 
Slate this year?

(In other words, what do we MOST 
need to keep in mind as we move 
forward as a team? Your 3 
take-aways can come from any of 
the A’s expressed by any of your 
group members)



10-minute Post-It Note 
Reflection*

*Again, should you need a stretch break during this time, please take one,  and be back by 10:20am!



SLC/Advisory View Tutorial



Here’s how Slate can help you during SLCs!



We expect a lot of this is going in one 
ear and out the other...this is a lot all at 
once! It will stick better with context, 

once we are teaching kids.  
Please fill out the Google Form on 

Classroom telling us how you would 
best like additional support this fall.



Self-Directed (aka stress-mitigation 
& anxiety-reduction)Workshop Time
Till 11:30am...Ask the Team any lingering questions, meet in Learning Areas or 

teaching teams to norm your use of Slate, or simply use the time to poke 
around Slate and begin to build your courses. 


